ASPHALT SHARED PATH (TYPE 2) NOTES:

1. For required shared path widths and locations refer to the design plans, project scope & council's asset management plan - shared use paths.

2. Provide 'Sealmac - PF2' geofabric with 0.8 - 1.0L/m² of C170 binder. Geofabric by 'Geofabrics Australia' or similar approved. To be installed in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.

3. 'Tensar SS30' geogrid to be installed in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.

4. All linemarking & signage for shared paths is to be installed in accordance with AS 1742.9.

5. For installation of shared path furniture & required treatment at obstructions, refer to 'Austroads Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice' - Parts 13 & 14.

6. For CBR values > 3 'Tensar SS30' geogrid may be omitted, refer (SD-314).

7. 'Sealmac - PF2' geofabric with binder must not be omitted from design. Without prior approval from the superintendent, where geofabric is omitted, 25mm (nominal) asphalt AC7 may be used.

8. For backfilling of drainage or service trenches below shared path base level refer to SD-432 & SD-433.

1. All dimensions are in millimeters unless otherwise shown.

2. It is the responsibility of the individual to ensure that they are using the current version of this drawing. Council accepts no liability for issues arising from the use of superseded drawings. Printed copies of this drawing are uncontrolled.